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10 Ways to Supercharge Your
Lead Gen Strategy
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Whether you’re new to Lead Gen Forms,
or perfecting your skills, this guide has tips
and tricks you can incorporate into your
campaigns for measurable results.
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Why demand
generation marketers
advertise on LinkedIn

89%

of B2B marketers use LinkedIn
for lead generation

LinkedIn helps your organization grow and be more
successful through the strength of our audience and
powerful targeting capabilities.
We have more than 875 million professionals on
our platform. Our members come back regularly to
check in, network, and learn about how they can
optimize their career and business.
This means you aren’t just targeting or reaching out
to a warm body. You are reaching and engaging a
captive audience that’s listening.

2X

Marketers say LinkedIn generates
over 2x more leads than the next
highest social channel

Lead Gen Forms drive
5x higher conversion
than landing pages

LinkedIn Lead Gen Forms are designed to provide
maximum convenience for both users and marketers.
When forms are presented to a LinkedIn member,
the fields are pre-populated with their profile data,
drastically cutting the effort needed to fill them out,
resulting in higher conversion rates.

The average conversion rate on a landing page
is 2.35%.* The average conversion rate on a
LinkedIn Lead Gen Form is 13%.
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Using a Lead Gen Form, you’ll be able to:
Generate high-quality leads at scale

Email address

Web form

Prove the ROI of your lead gen campaigns
First name
Last name

Access and manage your leads with ease
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*Based on a study conducted by WordStream

How marketers use
Lead Gen Forms today
Lead Gen Forms are a powerful tool to help
drive demand for your product or service.
Here are a few ideas to get you started.

Download
Share an eBook to position
yourself as a thought leader or
share more about your product

Sign up
Sign a member up for any
product or service, from software
demos to test driving a car

Register
Allow members to register for
an upcoming webinar or event

Gather interest
Share details of programs
such as your school’s online
certification, to identify
members who are interested

It’s easy to get started with Lead Gen Forms
Simply set up your form and add it to one (or many!) of your ads. Lead Gen Forms
can be paired with Single Image ads, Carousel ads, Video ads, and Message ads.

Ideas for better project management
Get Demo
Paige Eklund
Dear Aaron,
With Codelane’s custom solutions, it’s easy to
see all the information you care about in one
place. Your customized platform will empower
you to make faster, better-informed decisions to
optimize your ROI.
• Build with the data you already have
• Align your organization
• Visualize your metrics
Sign up for a free demo today and see what
Codelane can do for you.
Sincerely,
Paige Eklund
Product Marketing Manager
Codelane
Get Demo

Message Ads

Single Image Ads
Carousel Ads
Video Ads

Your Checklist
for Lead Gen
Success

Here are some things to consider before
setting up your Lead Gen Forms:
Establish your target
audience.

Identify what a lead is
to your business.

Who do you want to reach out
to in your campaign? What
audience will resonate most
with what you’re offering?

This will help you decide
what fields to include on the
form.

Develop your offer.

Set up a plan to
manage your leads

What action do you want
prospects to take after seeing
your ad?

Are you setting up an
integration with your CRM
or Marketing Automation
software? Are you going to
manually download them?

Confirm who will follow
up with leads.

Decide how you plan
to evaluate success

You could get all the leads in
the world but if you don’t have
a sales team following up, they
go cold! For a lead generated
online, waiting just five minutes
will reduce the likelihood of
contact by 10x factor.*

How will you evaluate the
success of your lead gen
campaign? Are you going to
follow up with your sales team
on quality? Do you have lead
scoring in place?

* Based on a study conducted by HubSpot.

10 Ways

Marketers on LinkedIn
Supercharge Their
Lead Gen Forms
Best practices pulled from top
advertisers on our platform

1. Develop a strong offer
A compelling and clear introduction in your ad copy
explains to members what they’re signing up for and
convinces them why they should share their information
with you. Here are a few tips and tricks to doing so:

FixDex
Promoted

How do you decide which features are most important? Download our new eBook
for a complete guide to building features your users will want.

Hook your audience with a question
Use your form to provide the answer and solution.
New FixDex Playbook: Building Features
How do you decide which features are most important?
Download our new guide to building features users will want.

kadinsky@emunetwork.com

FixDex Playbook: Building Features
Download

Download

We recommend under 120 characters.
Clearly communicate value

fixdex.com

155 Likes

Keep it short

Be super clear about the value members are going
to get when they sign up for what you’re offering.
Take advantage of valuable real estate
Use your ad to hook your audience, and the
Lead Gen Form to give more context into what
you’re offering. Ensure the ad and the form are
referencing the same content.

2. Use bold images, videos, and messages
Single Image Ad

Carousel Ad

Video Ad
• If you’re optimizing for
engagement, new ideas and
explainer videos drive the
best results
• For best CTR, keep videos at
1 min or less
• Videos using a distinctive and
memorable soundtrack tend to
have higher engagement rates

• Show an image of the product or service you’re
asking prospects to sign up for. This helps set
expectations. For example:
– Use an image of the eBook you’re
promoting in book form
– Promoting an alumni community?
Use images of your current alumni.
• Pops of color help draw member eyes when
scrolling through the feed

Message Ad
Ideas for better project management
Get Demo
Paige Eklund
Dear Aaron,
With Codelane’s custom solutions, it’s easy to
see all the information you care about in one
place. Your customized platform will empower
you to make faster, better-informed decisions to
optimize your ROI.
• Build with the data you already have
• Align your organization
• Visualize your metrics
Sign up for a free demo today and see what
Codelane can do for you.
Sincerely,
Paige Eklund
Product Marketing Manager
Codelane
Get Demo

• When using an individual as
a sender, use your opening
message to introduce yourself
and let members know why
you’re reaching out
• Keep your copy short and
conversational, so your ad
feels more personal
• Consider using language that
is more casual, the way you
would over the phone

3.
Keep the number of
questions to a minimum

grace@goldenphase.com

Grace
Goldberg
Marketing Manager

Think about how you define a lead. Decide what
information is most critical to collect from leads
in order to qualify them and stick to that. Forms
see the highest completion rates when they use
5 or fewer questions.

4. Make your custom question easy to answer

How many reps are on your sales team?
1-10 employees
11-100 employees
500+ employees
What CRM do you use?
SalesJedi
CentralDot
Boho
Ripe

There are times where you need to use
custom questions to collect specific
data to qualify the lead. However, we
recommend keeping the use of custom
questions to a minimum.
If you need to use a custom question for
lead qualifying data, we recommend
multiple choice as members are more
likely to choose from a dropdown than
to write in an answer.
Adding even one free response custom
question, can lead to a 3-4% drop in the
lead submission rate.

5. Follow up with your leads
in a timely manner

Top 5 best performing
confirmation page CTAs

Once a member has submitted their information to
your Lead Gen Form, use the confirmation message
to provide clear next steps.
When you link a strong CTA to more posts or content,
people can continue to engage with you even after
filling out your form.

Information sent to Codelane
Thank you for your interest in Codelane’s custom solutions.
A Codelane consultant will be in touch within 48 hours.

Visit the Codelane website

If you’ve offered a piece of content in your ad, make
sure you put an ungated, direct link to the asset
you’ve offered in the confirmation page as content is
not automatically delivered. If you only put the link in
the destination URL, members won’t gain access to
your material.
If you’ve signed someone up for an event, newsletter,
etc., the confirmation page is a way to keep the
momentum going.
Be specific with the call to action you choose.
“Download Now” and “View Now” were top
performers across most geographies, verticals, and
company sizes.

Click through rate (CTR)
Download Now

16.5%

View Now

14.0%

Learn More

10.3%

Visit Company Website

9.8%

Try Now

7.8%

6.
Keep your Lead
Gen Forms fresh
Refresh your Lead Gen Form creative at
least once every two months to avoid the
content going stale.

66 days after creating
their Lead Gen Forms,
advertisers saw that only
10% of the forms were
still receiving leads.

10%
66 days

7.
Optimize your target
audience using
demographic data

Performance
Leads
Sponsored InMail
Video

LinkedIn provides detailed demographic reporting
about your campaigns. You’ll get insight into the
number of impressions, lead form opens, open rates,
number of leads, and lead form completion rates.
Use this data to test and optimize what audiences
respond best to your content and what content
works best with each audience.

8.
Optimize your LinkedIn
Page so members
can learn more
about your brand

Your Page is your foundation in the world’s largest
professional community.
A member can click through from a Lead Gen
Form to your Page. As such, you want to ensure they
walk away thinking that your brand is both credible
and a thought leader, so they feel comfortable
sharing their information with you.
To do so, follow these tips for optimizing your Page:
Complete your Page.

Search

Home

My Network

Jobs

Messaging

Notifications

Me

Try Premium
for free

More

Golden Phase
Page

Content Suggestions

Career Pages

Analytics

Activity

Admin tools

Make sure you have a logo, description,
website URL, and your city + country indicated
in your overview.
Post content regularly.

Golden Phase

Marketing and Advertising San Francisco, California 163,880 followers

Enter your company’s ‘golden phase’ with the right marketing strategy.
Follow

Visit website

Dashboard

Communities

Start a post

Last 30 days

11,245

Hashtags
0%

Visitors

34,536

Updates
Filter by: Page updates

34.1%

Custom button clicks

34,536

Posted by Alice Walker

34.1%

23,043

1.1%

10/10/2019

Sponsor now

Pinned

#goldenphase
636 followers
#goldenmarketing
400 followers

Golden Phase

163,880 followers
1h

All post impressions

Followers

We recommend daily or weekly. Share images,
videos, documents, articles and more to help
keep your audience informed, build thought
leadership and humanize your brand.

It’s not just a trend. Golden Phase team members are increasingly more likely to
#WorkCommute using environmentally friendly transportation.

#marketright
200 followers

Featured groups
Runity coders
2,213 members

Runity programming
1,213 members

Runity programming
1,213 members

See all featured groups

22 Likes · 17 Comments

Like

Comment

Notify your employees of this post

Share

Grow your audience.
Pages with at least 150 followers or 30 mapped
employees are perceived as more credible.
Promote your Page until you’ve reached one of
these thresholds.

9.
Pair lead gen
campaigns with
brand campaigns
for higher
conversion rates

Members exposed to both brand
and acquisition messaging are
over 6x more likely to convert.

Brand &
Acqusition

1.2%

Pair lead gen campaigns with
objectives such as Brand Awareness or
Engagement to reach the right audience.
Leverage Matched Audiences to reach
website visitors or members who have
previously engaged with your brand.

Acquisition
only

0.2%

10.
Test, and
test again
As any good marketer knows,
testing is an art and the key to
advertising success. Trying different
versions of similar content can
provide answers into what your
target audience responds best to.
Here are a few best practices to
keep in mind as you test forms:

Start with a primary hypothesis
Test one variable at a time
Limit the number of creatives you’re testing so
there isn’t additional dilution of test results
Decide on a primary and secondary
KPI to measure. For example: CTR, form
completion rate, or CPL
Set up next steps based on the test results
A/B test lead forms against standard
landing pages to start to see what’s working
& establish proof of concept. Consider trying
a different combination of questions or see
what CTAs work best.

For the first time in the history of media, you can reach the world’s
professionals all in one place. More than 875 million people
worldwide gather on LinkedIn to stay connected and informed,
advance their careers, and work smarter. Together they comprise
the largest global community of business professionals. These are
the decision-makers, influencers, and the leaders of today and
tomorrow — precisely the people you want to target.
For more information, visit marketing.linkedin.com

Get started

